
unlocking poetry: the 5th task 
 
Your Mission: Write an explication of one of the following poems: 

• “Norman Morrison” by Adrian Mitchell 
• “Norman Morrison” by David Ferguson 
• “Of Late” by George Starbuck 
• “Musee des Beaux Arts” by W.H. Auden 
•  “Rink Keeper’s Sestina” by George Draper 
• “Sestina” by Elizabeth Bishop 
• “Those Winter Sundays” by Robert Hayden 
• “One Art” by Elizabeth Bishop 

 
...or another poem from your packet, discussed with the instructor before being selected. 
 
You already have the seedlings of explication material from our various class discussionsand journal 
entries. Plus, you have lots of tools to help you in the “Gentle Art of Explication” packet.  As ever, I am 
at your disposal for conferences and meetings and emails. 
 
The limits are pretty simple: no summaries and no more than one page.  I will not require you to double 
space this paper but I will require that you use a size 10 or 12 font with 1-inch margins and that you put 
an extra space between paragraphs (block style).  Because of the limitations on design, I will also ask that 
this be a PAPER task rather than using Google Docs. 
 
 
Obviously, this will take a lot more energy than your average paper because you have less space for BS.  
As Mark Twain said, "I’m sorry I wrote a long letter, I hadn't time to write a short one." 
 
 

the proposal 
1. Identify 2-3 chunks in the poem with a brief description of why you made chunk where you did. 

 
2. A clear 1-2 sentence summary of the poem. 

 
3. Your major observations about word choice (diction/tone),  syntax (sentence structure) and poetic 

texture (imagery, metaphor, etc). 
 

4. Questions you still have about the poem.  Try to be as specific as possible here.  Sometimes 
giving words to the question is all you need to find an answer. 

 
5. A clear thesis statement for the explication. 

 
6. Questions/concerns you have about the assignment or your work so far. 
 

 

the paper 
…will follow the guidelines above and in the “Gentle Art” packet.   

 



 

the critical reflection 
Your critical reflection paper should address the fifteen critical reflection prompts below.  Remember, though, that 
this is not a “question/answer” assignment; that is not the point.  I want to see you create some authentic, reflective 
personal writing.   
 

Critical reflections should contain specific quotes, examples and ways you responded and thought through various 
problems.  This is not a generic assignment; you need your stack of drafts or your electronic files open in front of 
you as you work so that you can refer to very particular pieces, moments or changes from draft to draft. 
 

1. The dates you started and finished (your first  proposal in date to your most recent critical reflection writing 
date). 
 

2. The number of conferences/conversations/email exchanges you had with me and at what stage in the 
process. 
 

3. What was easy for you? Why?  Some people, for example, had no trouble choosing a poem. 
 

4. What was difficult for you? Why? Some people, for example, really struggled with avoiding summaries. 
 

5. What type of writing were you asked to do?  Was this your first experience with this type of writing?  What 
were some skills you learned that go along with this type of writing? 
 

6. What did you learn about yourself as a writer in this assignment?  Think about your writing style, the time it 
takes you, environmental factors that help you write, the types of feedback that were helpful, and how well 
you did on various phases (some people have no problem coming up with ideas in proposal phase, but have 
a lot of trouble actually communicating those ideas in drafting—and other people have all the struggle in the 
proposal phase, while the actual writing seems easy). 
 

7. What attention did you give to the structure of the entire essay? At what stage of the process? How did you 
change structure over time?  Why?  Be specific.   
 

8. What attention did you give to the flow/logical development of the essay? When?  How did you change flow 
over time?  Why?  Be specific. 
 

9. How satisfied are you with your agility with language? How much did you work on finding the right word to 
communicate your exact meaning? How much on sentence structure?  Give examples of each, including 
revisions.  Discuss why you made the revisions you did & why those revisions were or were not successful. 

 
10. What do you feel most proud of in your writing process for this task?  Why?   

 
11. Is there anything from this writing task you look back on with regret or embarrassment?  Why? 

 
12. How did your level of involvement and effort impact your work?  Did you see progress in your writing over 

time?  How so?  Give examples. 
 

13. How prepared did you feel for the assignment? Why?  If you felt unprepared, what would have helped you 
to feel more prepared? 
 

14. How reliant were you on instructor comments and guidance? Keep track of this. As we move through the 
year, you’ll want to note your various movements towards independence. 

 
15. Highlight every comment on the rubric that you think applies to your work on this writing task, and write a 

bit about why you highlighted the comments that you did.  Please submit the highlighted rubric with your 
critical reflection.   


